Poisson noise is a key issue in medical and biological image processing. While most existing methods are based on variational models, generally derived from a maximum a posteriori (MAP) formulation, recently sparse representations of images have shown to be efficient approaches for image recovery. Following this idea, we propose in this paper a model containing three terms: a patch-based sparse representation prior over a learned dictionary, the pixel-based total variation regularization term and a data-fidelity term capturing the statistics of Poisson noise. The resulting optimization problem can be solved by an alternating minimization technique combined with variable splitting. Extensive experimental results suggest that in terms of visual quality, peak signal-to-noise ratio value and the method noise, the proposed algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
MAGE degradation is unavoidable in real applications, in particular in biomedical imaging, microscopy, astronomical imaging, where low-intensity signals are frequently encountered. Among the most important degradations in these fields are noise, in particular the unavoidable Poisson noise due to the quantum nature of light, and blur, at least caused by the natural extent of the point spread function of the imaging device. Other causes of blur, like defocus or motion blur, are also frequently encountered. This makes image restoration, which aims at recovering a high-quality image from its degraded observation, a very important topic in imaging science in general, and in these fields in particular [1] - [7] . Mathematically, the degraded observed image can be written as (1) where denotes the unknown ideal image, the known linear operator stands for blur, and denotes the effect of noise. Gaussian noise, impulse noise, Poisson noise and multiplicative noise are typical instances that have been studied in the literature. When is the identity matrix, the problem reduces to image denoising.
As the linear operator is usually ill-conditioned, image deblurring is a classical ill-posed inverse problem. Regularity conditions are then required to restrict the solution space [8] - [11] . A widely-used regularization criterion in image processing is total variation (TV) [10] , which is known to well preserve edges in images. However, TV regularization is also known to oversmooth textured regions, which may cause the loss of important details. Other widely-used approaches are wavelets and frames [12] - [14] , which provide a multiscale and sparse representation of images, hence breaking the ill-posedness of the initial inverse problem. These methods better preserve textures than TV regularization and interesting connections between wavelet-based and TV-based restoration methods were established by Chambolle et al. [15] and later by Steidl et al. [16] and Cai et al. [17] . In 2002, Malgouyres [18] and Candes [19] proposed a hybrid restoration method combining TV and wavelets. Although wavelet-based methods provide good results in many applications, they are based on a fixed dictionary, independent of the image content. As a result, these methods may fail to capture the distinctive characteristics of the processed image, which limits their performances. To overcome this limitation and better take into account the structure of the processed image, patch-based approaches have been proposed and widely adopted in image processing in the past few years.
Many patch-based sparse priors have been studied for image restoration. One approach exploits a heavy-tailed gradient distribution of natural images [20] . Elad and Aharon [21] proposed an effective denoising method (called K-SVD) based on a sparse and redundant representation: their algorithm first learns an optimal over-complete dictionary from the observed noisy image patches, and then recovers each image patch via a linear combination of only a few atoms in the learned dictionary. Another remarkable denoising method relying on a sparse representation is the BM3D algorithm proposed by Dabov et al. [22] . Similar patches are first stacked into 3D arrays, and then jointly denoised using collaborative filtering in the 3D transformed domain. The BM3D method is very efficient, and does not need to find an explicit dictionary. Recently, Zoran and Weiss [23] proposed a simple Gaussian Mixture prior learned from a set of natural images, then used this prior for denoising or deblurring purposes. Although the restoration results obtained by Zoran and Weiss are better than many other sparse prior based methods, the computational cost of the stage corresponding to the learning of the Gaussian Mixture prior is very high.
Most of the above-mentioned methods are designed to work with Gaussian noise. Unfortunately, Gaussian distributions provide only a limited approximation in most real applications. Applying these methods directly for image deblurring under other kinds of noise is not very efficient in general, because different kinds of noise may affect the image in totally different ways. In particular, Poisson noise, that we consider in the present paper, is signal dependent, as the variance of the noise is, in each pixel, proportional to the intensity of the signal. More precisely, assuming as usual that the values of the observed image at the locations are independent, we can write
Lots of methods have been proposed for Poisson noise removal. Major contributions fall in the following three categories: 1) simply recover the image using a method designed for Gaussian noise removal; 2) transform Poisson noise into near-Gaussian noise by applying an appropriate transform to the noisy image (called a variance-stabilizing transform, VST), then process the transformed image with an algorithm designed for Gaussian noise removal, and finally apply to it the inverse transform in order to get the result [1] , [24] , [25] ; 3) remove Poisson noise directly via a data-fidelity term derived from Poisson noise statistics [14] , [26] - [28] . The present contribution belongs to the third category. Let us also mention recent works dealing with mixed Poisson-Gaussian noise removal [1] , [24] , [29] .
Using the Bayesian framework in the case of Poisson noise, Le et al. [27] proposed to minimize (3) where the first term is the classical discrete TV regularization, that is, the norm of the gradient of whose components and are finite differences that estimate the partial derivatives of the image. The second term is the data-fidelity term, derived from the log-likelihood of the Poisson distribution. This functional is nonquadratic and causes several difficulties. Le et al. proposed to minimize (3) by using a traditional gradient descent, which is slow. More efficient methods were proposed later: Sawatzky et al. [30] proposed an EM-TV algorithm; Chaux et al. [31] proposed a nested iterative algorithm; Setzer et al. [28] employed the split Bregman technique [32] ; Figueiredo et al. [14] used the alternating direction method of multiplier to solve (3) or a frame-based version of (3) .
Based on the developments mentioned above and inspired by the K-SVD algorithm for Gaussian noise removal, we here propose a new model, involving a sparse representation over a learned dictionary, to deblur images corrupted by Poisson noise.
Although Xiao et al. [33] studied Poisson noise removal via a learned dictionary, they did not consider the blur which, as we saw earlier, cannot be avoided in many real applications. Also, some recent works studied image deblurring under Gaussian noise via a learned dictionary [34] - [36] , but as far as we have known, our work is the first one that deals with Poissonian image deblurring via a learned dictionary.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the main principle of K-SVD algorithm. In Section III, we detail the proposed model and propose an algorithm to solve it. In Section IV, some numerical experiments are presented to demonstrate the performance of our model. Other applications, computational time and possible further improvements are then discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. IMAGE DENOISING USING A PATCH-BASED SPARSE REPRESENTATION PRIOR
Choosing a good prior (or equivalently, a good regularization term) is the key of solving most ill-posed inverse problems in Image Processing and Computer Vision. The approach based on a learned dictionary has achieved very promising results in many applications since it was introduced by Olshausen and Field [37] 1996. In the present paper, we adopt the K-SVD method, proposed by Elad et al. [21] , [38] , to learn a good sparse representation prior. It is a flexible method, that can be adapted to different tasks, and it has the advantage of providing an explicit dictionary to represent image patches. We now briefly recall the K-SVD method for Gaussian noise removal.
The basic assumption of the K-SVD method is that image patches admit a sparse representation. More precisely, each image patch (of size , converted to a single column vector ) can be compactly represented as a linear combination of a small subset of patches (atoms), taken from a dictionary . Denoting by the classical norm in Euclidean space for , the above assumption can be formally transposed into the minimization problem (4) where is zero or a small positive constant, and the "zero-norm" counts the number of nonzero entries in the vector . Under Gaussian noise assumption, the observed noisy image is , where is the ideal (nonobserved) image to recover and is the Gaussian noise term. In the following, we shall assume that (and ) are written as column vectors of indexed by and the subset of where patches can be placed will be denoted by Following the sparse representation assumption (4), Elad et al. [21] proposed to achieve Gaussian noise removal with the variational model (5) where the binary matrix corresponds to the extraction of a block from the image at location , so that . The hidden parameters depend on the optimization procedure. The first two terms in (5) correspond to the above-mentioned sparsity assumption (for some dictionary ), while the last term controls data fidelity (for the statistics of Gaussian noise, that correspond to a squared norm), weighted by a positive parameter .
The choice of the dictionary has a significant impact on the performance of the K-SVD algorithm. Experimental results in [21] show that learning the dictionary from the noise image leads to better performances in most cases. To get the solution of (5), Elad et al. minimized (5) with respect to , and separately.
• Solving for given : Elad et al. update one atom at a time in and its corresponding coefficients using SVD decomposition of a residual matrix. Details can be found in [21] , [38] .
• Solving for given requires to consider (6) In general, this optimization problem is difficult to solve. Aharon et al. [38] used the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) method [39] to efficiently get a solution.
• Solving for given : The recovered image is a solution of (7) This minimization problem has a closed-form solution: taking the derivative of (7) with respect to the vector u, setting to 0 and solving the resulting equation yields
The K-SVD algorithm provides very good results for Gaussian noise removal, and it has been later generalized to handle color image denoising, demosaicking, inpainting, and image sequence denoising [40] , [41] . In the next section, we present a way to adapt this sparse representation prior to the case of Poisson image deblurring.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
We first describe a new variational model for Poisson image deblurring, then present an algorithm to find the solution by Table I for a list of the notations used in this paper.)
A. Proposed Model
Images encountered in real applications are structured data that present lots of repeated patterns, in particular edges, smooth regions, and textures. This is probably why methods incorporating sparse and adaptive patch priors have exhibited very good performances. In the proposed model, we use the sparse representation prior (4) proposed by Elad et al. [21] , [38] as a regularization term, and the data-fidelity term of (3) to model blur and Poisson noise. Moreover, to overcome the artifacts sometimes caused by patch-based priors in deblurring tasks (see, e.g., the artifacts encountered in smooth regions in [34] , [36] when deblurring under Gaussian noise), we add a TV regularization term. Thus, the discrete variational model we propose for Poisson image deblurring writes (8) where and are positive constants that balance the different terms. Notations , , , and are those of (5). This model mixes two priors: one is patch-based and it contributes to recover textures, while the other one is pixel-based and helps favoring local smoothness while keeping sharp edges. The last term in (8) is the data-fidelity term, which measures the "distance" between the recovered image and the observed one according to Poisson statistics.
The proposed model (8) raises some important issues: it is nonconvex (because of the product between the unknowns and ), the TV regularization term is nondifferentiable, and the data-fidelity term, because of the log function, is much less easy to handle than, say, a classical squared norm. Fortunately, these difficulties can be overcome: given , the function to minimize with respect to and is convex, so that there is hope to find a good minimization algorithm by minimizing this convex function in an inner loop, while optimizing with respect to in an outer loop. Moreover, there exists lots of methods to handle nondifferentiable functions [32] , [42] - [45] so that the TV term is not really a problem. Last, the variable splitting method [32] , [42] , [45] can be used to overcome the nonquadratic form of the data-fidelity term. Before describing the algorithm that we will use to solve (8), we introduce in the next section the variable splitting method.
B. Variable Splitting Method
The main idea driving the variable splitting method is that by introducing appropriate auxiliary variables, the minimization of a sum of two functionals involving the same variable can be achieved by means of separate minimizations. To be more precise, let us consider the unconstrained optimization problem (9) where and are two functions and is a linear operator. By introducing an auxiliary variable , Problem (9) can be rewritten as the constrained problem (10) We can see that problem (10) is equivalent to problem (9) in the feasible set . Now we can relax the constrained problem (10) to an unconstrained one, namely (11) The connection between (11) and (10) is simple: when the parameter is sent to , Problem (11) goes back to (10), or, equivalently (9) . But in general, solving (11) is much easier than solving (9) . Thanks to this variable splitting method, many efficient algorithms have been designed to solve minimization problems involving a nondifferentiable TV regularization term [14] , [32] , [42] , [45] , [46] .
C. The Full Algorithm for Poisson Image Deblurring
Let us now return to the optimization problem (8) . Using the variable splitting method presented above, we transform (8) into (12) where are three auxiliary variables, and , are three positive numerical parameters, that can be chosen rather large in practice. The new minimization problem (12) is easier to solve than (8) . Like many algorithms [43] , [45] , we can use an alternating minimization algorithm to solve (12) . This procedure involves several subproblems.
1) Solving for given : For , the minimization of (12) with respect to amounts to This is exactly the suboptimization problem (6), already present in the K-SVD algorithm. To solve it, we use the OMP method [39] as in the K-SVD algorithm. 2) Solving for given : The minimization of (12) with respect to becomes (13) This is a least squares problem, similar to (7). Its closedform solution is (14) 3) Solving for given : The minimization of (12) with respect to boils down to This is an -regularized least squares problem. It can be solved explicitely by pointwise soft-thresholding (see also [13] , [14] , [45] ) (15) where the shrinkage operator is defined by 4) Solving for given : The minimization of (12) with respect to leads to (16) whose explicit solution is (17) 5) Solving for given : The minimization of (8) with respect to is equivalent to This is again a least squares problem, whose closed-form solution is (18) where the complex conjugate transpose of is defined by
The products by and in (18) can be efficiently computed by FFT algorithm.
As we saw in Section III-B, Model (12) is equivalent to Model (8) when the parameters , , tend to . Therefore, we should set these three parameters to large values, so that the solution of (12) remains close to the solution of (8) . However, if we use too large values, numerical problems occur in the minimization process (see [47] ). This is why, inspired by the implementation of the FTVd method [45] , we start with small values for the three parameters and gradually increase them along the iterations, thereby forcing the convergence to the solution of Model (8) .
The dictionary learning procedure has a crucial influence on the quality of the recovered image. Since the degraded image lacks textures and details, we use the estimated image to learn the dictionary . However, updating each time changes would be computationally too expensive, so we just update in an outer loop. In this paper, we use the method in [21] to learn the dictionary. The details of the proposed algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithmic 1 Proposed algorithm for Poisson image deblurring
Initialization: Set , . Choose , , , and , the number of iterations for the outer and inner loops, the growth rates 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm and compare it to the TV-based algorithm [28] (denoted by PIDSplit+) and to the frame-based algorithm [14] (denoted by PIDAL-FA). We first present experiments on MRI and Fluorescence Microscopy images, then provide experiments on natural images to further study the behavior of these methods.
We consider two different blur kernels: a 9 9 Gaussian blur with standard deviation 1 (generated by the Matlab function "fspecial"), and a 5 5 uniform blur. Three peak intensities are considered ( , 600, 1000), corresponding to different Poisson noise levels. To obtain the degraded image, we first scale the original image by , where is the maximal value of the original image, and then convolve it with the appropriate blur kernel, before with simulate Poisson noise on the blurred image (Matlab function "poissrnd").
Periodic boundary conditions are adopted, so that the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) can be used to compute the convolution operator. The quality of the restoration results is compared quantitatively by means of the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is defined (as usual) by (19) where is the restored image and is the true original image. The stopping criterion we adopt is widely used [14] , [45] : we stop when the relative difference between two successive iterates of the restored image fall beyond a fixed threshold , that is, when (20) We stop the inner loop of Algorithm 1 when or (20) is satisfied with . For PIDSplit+, we use the stopping criterion suggested in [28] and set the error bound to be 0.5. We set for PIDAL-FA. For these settings, all the algorithms reach convergence in most cases.
For PIDSplit+, we set , and the parameter in the regularization term is tuned empirically to perform well.
For PIDAL-FA, we set the parameter as suggested in [14] , and the parameter in the regularization term is tuned empirically to perform well. As suggested in [14] , we use a redundant Haar frame for the Cameraman image and Daubechies-4 for the other images. 1 For the proposed algorithm, we set the parameters of K-SVD 2 as follows:
(since this is enough to ensure the convergence), patches of size 4 4, and a dictionary of size 16 256. We also set , , , and the initialization for , , and are 0.01, 10, and 50, respectively, (excepted for Barbara image in Section IV-B, for which we take ). Growth rates are and , and the remaining parameter in the data-fidelity term is tuned empirically to achieve good performances.
A. Experiments on Medical Images
To compare the effects of PIDSplit+ and PIDAL-FA algorithms to ours, we realized synthetic experiments (blur+noise, then deblurring) on the following gray-level images coming from the biomedical field 3 : Ankle (512 512), Brain (256 256), Mouseintestine4 (256 256), and Neck (256 256). These images are presented in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 2 is reported a detail of the results obtained by processing a corrupted version of Ankle image (Gaussian blur and Poisson noise with peak intensity 600). We can observe that the TV-based PIDSplit+ method tends to oversmooth the image and exaggerate the width of fine structures. It also presents a blocky aspect along some edges. The frame-based PIDAL-FA method preserves more details, but introduces some artifacts. Comparatively, our method reaches a higher PSNR value and achieves better visual quality. The same conclusions hold for Brain image corrupted with a uniform blur and Poisson noise (see Fig. 3 ). For the latter experiment, we show in Fig. 4 the final dictionary learned at the last iteration of the proposed method.
Note that our dictionary method assumes high repetition of features in the image. This is not always true in medical images as minor irregularities may sometimes be of high importance, as pointed out by [48] . In order to handle this problem, we have reduced the dictionary patch size from 16 16 (in the original K-SVD paper [21] ) to 4 4. It is then interesting to see that the dictionary shown in Fig. 4 contains some typical details of the original Brain image, thus showing the ability of the algorithm to recover details from the degraded image. The spotted atoms there should be useful to represent those minor irregularities in medical images (see spots in Fig. 11 ).
More systematic results are presented in Table II . Besides PSNR evaluations, we also provide results of the Method Noise proposed in [49] on the Brain image, adaptive to Poisson noise. Denote as the underlying image (possibly with some noise), and the image restoration result with parameter(s) . Inspired by [25] , [48] , [49] , the Method Noise (or the stabilized noise residual) is then defined as (21) where is the identity operator for Gaussian noise or the Anscombe transform (see [25] ) for Poisson noise for variance stabilization. The importance of Method Noise was discussed in [48] . Evidently, few textures/structure should be present in the difference in (21). Since we are mainly dealing with Poisson noise, which is signal dependent, we apply the Anscombe transform on both and , leading to an approximate Gaussian noise. The results of Method Noise are reported in Fig. 5 where all the Method Noise images are drawn with the same grayscale range. Note that for fair comparisons, we tune the parameters in different methods until the MSE between and reaches a predefined value. Clearly, our method produces the best result with the least image structure information removed.
The parameters settings corresponding to the different peak intensities ( , 600, 255) are, respectively: for the PIDSplit+ method, , 0.012, 0.02 (Gaussian blur) and , 0.007, 0.015 (uniform blur); for the PIDAL-FA method, , 0.015, 0.025 (Gaussian blur) and , 0.01, 0.02 (uniform blur); for the method we propose, we took , 4000, 3000 (Gaussian blur) and , 7000, 5000 (uniform blur).
B. Experiments on Natural Images
To further compare the performance of the three methods, we also ran experiments on classical gray-level images: Barbara (512 512), Cameraman (256 256), Lena (512 512) and Man (512 512). The original images are shown in Fig. 6 .
In Fig. 7 is reported a detail of the restored images obtained from Barbara image (degraded with a Gaussian blur and Poisson noise with peak intensity 600). The PIDSplit+ method recovers less details than PIDAL-FA, which is itself a little less contrasted and detailed than our result, as confirmed by the PSNR values. By employing the multiscale structure information, the PIDAL-FA method can better recover textures made of repeated patterns than the PIDSplit+ method, but for the Man image, which contains many different irregular textures, the superiority of PIDAL-FA over PIDSplit+ vanishes.
For Cameraman image (Fig. 9) , the level of recovered details and the PSNR are in accordance: our method outperforms PIDAL-FA, which is itself a little above PIDSplit+. Another observation we can make is that like all TV-based methods, PIDSplit+ produces images that suffer from the staircase effect (piecewise constant regions sometimes delimited by artificial boundaries, instead of smoothly-varying gray values). This artifact does not appear with our method, that permits smooth transitions as each patch is represented by a linear combination of atoms taken from the learned dictionary. More systematic results are presented in Table III . The parameters settings corresponding to the different peak intensities ( , 600, 255) are, respectively: for the PIDSplit+ method, , 0.015, 0.025 (Gaussian blur) and , 0.01, 0.02 (uniform blur); for the PIDAL-FA method on Barbara image , 0.015, 0.025 (Gaussian blur) and , 0.01, 0.02 (uniform blur), while for other images , 0.02, 0.03 (Gaussian blur) and , 0.015, 0.025 (uniform blur); for the proposed method, we took , 6000, 4000 (Gaussian blur) and , 7000, 5000 (uniform blur).
V. DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we discuss several topics associated to the present work: blind deblurring, a possible adaptation to image deblurring under multiplicative noise, the effect of the parameters and the convergence of the algorithm, computation time aspects, and suggestions for further improvements.
A. Blind Deblurring
Until now, we assume that the blur kernel is known. However, this is not possible in real applications. Estimating kernels, which is a very difficult problem, is still an undergoing topic. Here, we just do some attempts to handle blind deblurring under Poisson noise. Since almost all the existing methods designed for estimating kernels are under the Gaussian assumption of noise, we handle the Poisson noise via a variance stabilizing transformation (VST) (see [25] for example) leading to an approximate normal distribution. Then we use the algorithm proposed by Krishnan et al. [50] to estimate the kernel. Having the kernels, we can use the proposed method to recover the image.
First, we present an experiment on the synthetic image: degraded Brain image corrupted by a Gaussian blur and Poisson noise with peak intensity 600. Fig. 10 presents the results. The size of the original kernel is 9. The size of the estimated kernel is set to be 15. We can observe that the proposed method achieves higher restored quality than the compared algorithms. However, the resulting PSNR value is much lower than that obtained by deblurring with known kernel.
Second, we present experiments on real images 4 with Poisson noise. The sizes of the estimated kernels are set to 15. We tune parameters empirically to obtain the best visual results for all the methods. In Fig. 11 , we test our method on a CT image. We can observe that the proposed method achieves higher restored quality, with noise suppressed and blur reduced. In Fig. 12 , we provide the Method Noise on the CT image to test the effects of different methods. The Method Noise images are still drawn with the same grayscale range. It is clear that our method removes the least details. Notice the "Y" shaped bright area in the original image. Since this part has a constant grayscale value, it shall not be altered by the debluring algorithms. This is clearly the case in our method. In Fig. 13 , we test our method on a cardiac CT image. We can observe that the restored image by the proposed method is much sharper than the original image. This indicates that the motion blur in the original image is successfully reduced. Meanwhile, we can also observe that the pro- posed method preserves more details than the other deblurring methods.
The results obtained by blind deblurring under Poisson noise are not satisfactory. There are seldom works handling this topic. Jiang et al. [51] proposed a blind deblurring algorithm to improve spiral CT image resolution in the case of Gaussian blurring. In computer vision, many algorithms have been proposed to estimate the blur kernel from images acquired under Gaussian noise (see [52] - [54] and references therein). Although we try to use those methods to estimate the blur kernel by means of a variance stabilizing transformation (VST). However, we think generalizing these works to estimate a blur kernel under Poisson noise would lead to much better recovered results. Furthermore, the blur kernel may be spatial-varying in real applications, this makes the problem more harder to handle.
B. Deblurring Under Multiplicative Noise
Multiplicative noise appears in several applications, such as laser imaging, ultrasound imaging, and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [55] - [59] . In these cases, the image formation process (including blur) can be written where represents a random variable (multiplicative noise) with mean one. As shown in [57] , Model (3) is also appropriate for multiplicative noise removal when the multiplicative noise follows the Gamma distribution with probability density function where is the Euler Gamma function and and denote the scale and shape parameters in the Gamma distribution, respectively. Models of multiplicative noise usually assume that the means equals one, so that . Here we just give a simple example to show that our model, though designed for Poisson noise, can exhibit good performances for image deblurring under multiplicative Gamma noise. We compare five methods: the three methods considered earlier for Poisson image deblurring (including ours), plus two models explicitly designed for image deblurring under multiplicative noise: the AA model [55] and the RLO model [56] . As we can observe in Fig. 14 , the result obtained with our method leads to a better image quality and a higher PSNR than the other methods considered. Note that in the case of multiplicative noise removal, bias correction is important [60] , [61] . In our experiments, applying a bias correction improves the PSNR by 0.1 to 0.2 dB. This is why, in order to provide a fair comparison, we applied the same projection step proposed in [60] to the results of all algorithms. We refer to [60] and [61] for more information on bias correction.
C. The Effect of the Parameters and the Convergence of the Algorithm
Here we study the effect of the parameters in the energy function (12) . Actually, most of them can be fixed in all the experiments. The parameter controls the effect of the TV regularization. When there are some artifacts in the recovered image, one may take larger . In fact, the influence of the TV regularization also depends on the ratio of the value of and . Thus, we can fix other parameters, and study the sensitivity of the recovered results to the choice of the parameters and . Fig. 15 gives the PSNR values of the resulting images under certain choice of the two parameters. As expected, we found that the choice of is dependent on the noise level, and the choice of is dependent on the choice of . However, the sensitivity of the results to the choice of is smaller. Fig. 16 presents the objective function values of the proposed method on Brain image corrupted by the Gaussian blur and Poisson noise with peak intensity 600. We can observe that, as iterations progress, the objective function value of the proposed method converges
D. About the Computation Time
Although providing better recovered images, the proposed method is computationally heavier: with our implementation, processing a 512 512 image takes around ten minutes, while PIDSplit+ and PIDAL-FA need less than one minute (all experiments realized using Matlab 7.12 (R2011a) on a PC equipped with a 2.70 GHz CPU).
The computation time cost of our approach could be reduced in at least three ways: 1) using a better computer or even clusters since ours for experiments is not so good; 2) applying some paralleling techniques to compute the most time costing step (6); 3) stopping the outside/inside iterations timely once the satisfactory resulting image is obtained. Currently we set and which are largely unnecessary in many cases.
E. How to Further Improve the Proposed Method
The proposed method could be improved in different ways. A more powerful dictionary learning method could be used, incorporating for example the "nonlocal" information as in [62] , thus taking advantage of the self-similarity of images [63] , [64] to constrain similar patches to share similar or identical dictionary elements in their sparse representation. Another possibility would be to incorporate the multiscale structure of images as in [65] , since the size of texture patterns varies among different images, or even inside a single image (actually, for some test images considered in Section IV, we got better results when using different patch sizes, but we chose to use the same patch size for simplification). Last, other patch-based sparse priors could also improve the results, in particular the Gaussian mixture prior used in [23] or the image content based heavy-tailed gradient distribution of [20] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new model to recover images suffering from blur and Poisson noise. It is based on the mixture of two priors: a patch-based sparse representation prior over a learned dictionary, and the pixel-based TV regularization. Compared to TV-based and frame-based methods, the proposed algorithm leads to higher PSNR values and improves the quality of restored images, though requiring a higher computational cost.
Among future research directions, we think it could be worth exploring strategies to reduce the computation time. We also plan to work on possible extensions of the present method to different frameworks such as color images, video sequences, or other non-Gaussian noise models (like Rician noise, that appears in MRI [48] , [66] ). Designing a blind deblurring algorithm by embedding a blur kernel estimation procedure in the present approach would also be an interesting development and open new possibilities of applications.
